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What Do Catholics Believe about the Bible? (1) 
 

I. Introduction 
a. The unity of the Bible as a book with one coherent message 

i. The Bible is part of God’s self-revelation to mankind, given so that we 
might share in the eternal divine love. 

ii. Purpose of Bible is to grow in charity, so teachings on the Bible and 
scholarship must ultimately serve this purpose. 

iii. Some contemporary scholarship ignores this divine purpose, so while we 
can benefit from reading in other respects, we have to take insights from 
them into this context of growing in charity. 

b. Bad alternatives: self-authenticating canon or mere anthology of literature 
i. Canon defined: the authoritative list of which books are part of the Bible 

ii. Childhood concern: what if one old man in the desert wrote the whole 
Bible? Foolish idea, but it raised the questions of inspiration and canon for 
me. 

iii. Most people think of the Bible as one book, but not many can explain 
where it came from or the principle of its unity. 

iv. An extreme position is the “self-authenticating” Bible, an object somehow 
separate from the Church and which exercises sole authority: Luther’s sola 
scriptura. 

v. This position fails to recognize the dependence of the canon on the 
authority of the living Church community. 

vi. Other extreme is to regard bible as an anthology of literature without 
divine inspiration. Canon is not due to God’s plan working through human 
events, and so it is not necessary for interpreting the Bible. 

II. History OT Canon 
a. Context: separation of Judaism and Christianity from older Israelite religion 
b. Formation of OT Canon in ancient Israel 

i. Three general collections of sacred books: Law, Prophets, Writings (cf. 
Luke 24:44) 

ii. Time between original composition, editing, and collecting steps 
iii. Some markers of formation as a Canon 

1. 2 Kings 22, discovery of book of law in the temple (core of 
Deuteronomy) 

2. Ezra and the book of the law post-Babylonian Exile (ca. 400 BC) 
3. Samaritan Schism in 4th c. BC is considered a point after which the 

Pentateuch did not change 



 

4. Historical books were grouped with the Pentateuch (Former 
prophets) 

5. Writings of the major and minor prophets were collected together, 
library of Nehemiah (end of 5th c. BC, just before Ezra) 

6. The Twelve Minor prophets were kept on one scroll, hence “The 
book of the 12” 

7. The Writings, including the psalms, were the last collection. Kept 
separate in Hebrew collections, integrated with other books in the 
Greek LXX (though this was formed over time, first only the 
Pentatuech was translated ca. 200 BC) 

iv. Closing of the Canon 
1. Hellenistic period interacted with Greek culture, needed to define 

Jewish heritage better 
2. Many apocalyptic Jewish works were written, these were not used 

by most Jews 
3. Liturgical usage and study of the Law were the main markers of 

canon, though there was no strict concept of a fixed number of 
inspired books until Christian period 

4. Definitive closing of the Canon was a reaction to Christian claims 
and excluded books written in Greek 

v. Proto- and deuterocanonical books 
1. terms defined: not classes of inspiration 
2. 46 OT books, 7 disputed 
3. deuterocanonical books are Tobit, Judith, Baruch, Sirach, Wisdom, 

and 1 and 2 Maccabees 
 


